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Hawaiian volcanoes belong to two geographically and 

geochemically distinct trends, Loa and Kea1,2, whose origin is 
strongly debated. One of the prevailing hypotheses is that the 
two trends originate in the deep mantle where the Hawaiian 
plume straddles two geophysically distinct domains at the 
core-mantle boundary (CMB). The Pb, Hf, Nd, and Sr isotopic 
compositions of shield lavas from certain volcanoes (Lō‘ihi, 
Kohala, Haleakalā) are transitional, calling into question the 
degree of independence between the two trends. Kaua‘i, the 
oldest island (~5 Ma), shows a rotated distribution of Loa and 
Kea compositions and Northwest Hawaiian Ridge volcanoes 
(47-6 Ma) do not record a bilateral Loa-Kea trend at the current 
sampling resolution3,4. Statistical analysis of Pb isotope data 
from shield stage tholeiitic basalts (>800 samples) for the 
Hawaiian Islands (<6.5 Ma) resolves six unique geochemical 
groups and documents large-scale heterogeneities in the Kea 
trend for the first time. The spatial orientation of these groups 
shows that the bilateral zonation of the Hawaiian mantle plume 
at the CMB is gradational and that the Hawaiian plume 
periodically entrains large-scale geochemical heterogeneities 
that grade into, and out of, existence on million-year, regional 
timescales4. We are investigating Tl and Fe isotopic variations 
in a subset of shield lavas to help charaterize the processes and 
sources of these previously unrecognized heterogeneities 
within each of the regional bilateral Loa and Kea trends. The 
regional-scale geochemical compositions along the Hawaiian 
Islands support the presence of chemical heterogeneities of 
variable size and life-span within both the large, 
thermochemical low shear wave velocity province (LLSVP) at 
the CMB and in the ambient deep Pacific mantle. 
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